Abstract-While inclusion of emerging technology-based Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) devices in on-chip memory subsystems offers excellent potential for energy savings and scalability, their sensing vulnerability creates Process Variation (PV) challenges. This paper presents a circuit-architecture cross-layer solution to realize a radically-different approach to leveraging as-built variations via specific Sense Amplifier (SA) design and use. This novel approach, referred to as a Self-Organized Sub-bank (SOS) design, assigns the preferred SA to each Sub-Bank (SB) based on a PV assessment, resulting in energy consumption reduction and increased read access reliability. To improve the PV immunity of SAs, two reliable and power efficient SAs, called the Merged SA (MSA) and the Adaptive SA (ASA) are introduced herein for use in the SOS scheme. Furthermore, we propose a dynamic PV and energy-aware cache block migration policy that utilizes mixed SRAM and STT-MRAM banks in Last Level Cache (LLC) to maximize the SOS bandwidth. Our experimental results indicate that SOS can alleviate the sensing vulnerability by 89% on average, which significantly reduces the risk of application contamination by fault propagation. Furthermore, in the light of the proposed block migration policy, write performance is improved by 12.4% on average compared to the STT-MRAM-only design.
INTRODUCTION
OMPLEMENTARY Metal on Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) device scaling continues to increase the need to identify viable approaches for reducing leakage power. An alternative to CMOS-based memory devices is offered by emerging technology memory devices that contribute inherent features of Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) capabilities. With attributes of non-volatility, near-zero standby energy, and high density, Spin Transfer Torque Magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM) has emerged as a promising alternative post-CMOS technology for embedded memory applications. In order to practically implement these NVMs, various techniques to mitigate the specific reliability challenges associated with STT-MRAM elements are surveyed, classified, and assessed in [1] . They identify various solutions to the reliability issues within a taxonomy of current and future approaches to reliable STT-MRAM designs [1] . Despite the range of approaches available to mitigate Process Variation (PV), it remains as one of the most negatively influential factors impacting STT-MRAM technology performance from the perspectives of delay and energy consumption [1] . Furthermore, the Sense Margin (SM), which is an important parameter of the tolerance in sensing the resistive state of emerging NVM devices, varies considerably in the presence of PV of the devices which comprise the bit-cell and their associated sensing circuits [1] . SM is also known as the difference between bit-line voltage and reference voltage. These variations may then result in erroneous data sensing operations, read disturbance, readability degradation at scaled technology nodes, and retention failure [1] . These reliability issues have increased the demand for designing advanced low-power approaches with reliable sensing circuits to mitigate and leverage PV for improved performance and reliability of NVMs, including increasing the SM and finding the optimum read current and latency [1] .
In an effort to mitigate and leverage the increased effects of PV in deeply-scaled memory devices, the baseline concept of a Self-Organized Sub-bank (SOS) approach was recently proposed in [2] . SOS focuses on mitigating and leveraging PV in order to provide reliable sensing operation by matching the as-built resource performance with the applications' usage demands while taking the energy budget into consideration. In order to achieve these goals, SOS partitions STT-MRAM data arrays into several Sub-Banks (SBs), which are evaluated using a Power-On Self-Test (POST) phase. The POST assesses the PV impact on the SBs, and then, each SB will be assigned an Energy-Aware Sense Amplifier (SA) or a High-Resilience SA with regard to a predefined bit error threshold. Based on the results provided in [2] , SOS reduces the risk of contaminating the application's data structure by fault propagation as described herein. Furthermore, several designs have been proposed to address the large incubation delay in writing to STT bit-cells [3] [4] [5] . In recent years, several hybrid spintronic-CMOS cache designs have been proposed to improve the write performance while offering much larger cache capacity with low leakage power [5] . Some of these works such as [6] , [7] , and [8] offer solutions for predicting write-intensive blocks and using migration algorithms, place those write-intensive blocks in the SRAM ways to reduce the energy consumption and delay as well as increase the performance. While the approach proposed in [6] only works for core-write operations, the Access Pattern Predictor (APP) proposed in [7] and the Prediction Hybrid Cache (PHC) proposed in [8] cover all different write operations. Additionally, [8] offers dynamic threshold adjustment that allows the threshold of write intensity to change based on the characteristics of the application. Some of the recently published works such as [9] suggest frequent movement of written cache blocks to other STT-MRAM or SRAM lines to reduce the write variance of STT-MRAM lines, however such approaches often result in unnecessary energy consumption, which can lower the performance.
These methodologies have inspired us to maximize the efficiency and reliability of SOS by proposing a dynamic PVaware and Energy-aware cache block migration policy as a circuit-architecture solution for hybrid memory devices that utilize a combination of SRAM and STT-MRAM banks in Last Level Cache (LLC). The proposed approach migrates the data among cache blocks within the LLC so that the data with more frequent write operations are moved to SRAM cache blocks, whether they are in high-PV impacted regions or not. Additionally, the proposed approach utilizes SOS to transfer the data with more frequent read operations to STT-MRAM cache blocks that suffer less from PV. As a result, readintensive operations migrate to low PV regions of the LLC and SBs with less frequent read operations are allocated to high PV regions of the LLC. We identify herein how an SOS-enabled hybrid cache approach can significantly improve cache utilization and bank accessibility while reducing energy consumption and increasing reliability, since SOS allocates the SA with better energy profile to low PV regions and the SA with better reliability profile to high PV regions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: First, background on STT-MRAM and its reliability challenges is provided in Section 2. In Section 3, SOS is elaborated in detail and data-sensing fault models are introduced. Furthermore, in Section 3, new SA circuits are introduced and a comparison is provided. In Section 4, the proposed SOS-enabled hybrid cache is elaborated. Circuit-level simulation results and analysis for the proposed SA designs are provided in Section 5. Architecture-level experimental results and analysis are provided in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper with broader recommendations regarding the proposed circuit and architectural approaches.
OVERVIEW OF MTJ-BASED NVM OPERATION
The basic concept of spin-based NVM devices is to control the intrinsic spin of electrons in a ferromagnetic thin film based solid-state nano-device. Fig. 1a shows a STT-MRAM cell structure with a single transistor, known as "onetransistor-one-MTJ (1T-1R)" [1] . Each bit cell is accessed via the corresponding bit-line within the resident word selected by the word line. The non-volatile Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) consists of two ferromagnetic layers, which are called the fixed layer and the free layer, and one tunneling oxide layer between the two FM layers [1] . FM layers could be aligned in two different magnetization configurations, parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP). Accordingly, the MTJ exhibits a low resistance (RP) or high resistance (RAP), respectively [1] . Based on STT switching principles, the P or AP state of the MTJ is configured by means of the bidirectional current that passes through it, IMTJ, which could readily be produced by simple MOS based circuits. The states of the MTJ are switched when IMTJ becomes higher than a critical current, IC. Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) devices are constructed with layered pillars of ferromagnetic and insulating materials to utilize magnetic orientations that can be controlled and sensed in terms of electrical signal levels as shown in Fig. 1b . The MTJ resistance in P (θ=0°), and AP (θ=180°) states is expressed by the following equations: where Vb is the bias voltage, Vh = 0.5V is the bias voltage when Tunnel Magneto-Resistance (TMR) ratio is half of the TMR0, tox is the oxide thickness of MTJ, Factor is obtained from the resistance-area product value of the MTJ that relies on the material composition of its layers, Area is the surface area of the MTJ, and φ is the oxide layer energy barrier height [10] . Despite all of the merits that STT-MRAM offers, violation of reliability tolerances may result in read and/or write failures [1] . Thermal fluctuations and other issues such as MTJ PV and the CMOS peripheral circuit PV have severely limited the scalability of STT-MRAM devices [1] . Also, as a result of these issues, there is an increased demand for advanced sensing circuits that can provide an adequate SM along with low power operation.
SELF-ORGANIZED SUB-BANKS (SOS)

SOS Schematic for SA Assignment
Two of the most frequently used SAs, the Pre-Charge Sense Amplifier (PCSA) as shown in Fig. 2a [11] and the Separated Pre-Charge Sense Amplifier (SPCSA) as shown in Fig. 2b [12] , each have their own benefits and drawbacks. PCSA offers an improved energy profile compared to SPCSA. However, SPCSA offers a more reliable sensing operation. By combining the PCSA and SPCSA, the Merged Sense Amplifier (MSA) [2] is realized to utilize each SA's properties to increase performance and reliability. In order to improve energy efficiency of MSA proposed in [2] , the selectors MUX1 and MUX2 are included in order to make sure only one SA is operating and to avoid unnecessary energy consumption by gating the SEN signal of the offline SA as shown in Fig. 2c . In PCSA, during the precharge stage, SEN signal is low, turning MN2 off while turning MP0 and MP3 on. This will precharge the output nodes OUT and to VDD. As a result, MN0 and MN1 will turn on while MP1 and MP2 are still off. As soon as the sensing stage begins, MP0 and MP3 turn off and MN2 turns on. Thus, based on the difference between MTJ0 and MTJ1 resistance, which is determined by the magnetization orientation of their free layer compared to their fixed layer, one of the output nodes begins to discharge more rapidly to GND, leading either MP1 or MP2 to turn on and charge the other output to VDD. In SPCSA, during the precharge stage, SEN signal is low, turning MN4 off while turning MP0, MP1, MP4, and MP5 on. This will precharge the output nodes OUT, , Node0, and Node1 to VDD. As a result, MN0 and MN1 will turn on while MP2, MP3, MN2, and MN3 are still off. As soon as the sensing stage begins, MP0, MP1, MP4, and MP5 turn off and MN4 turns on. Thus, in the secondary discharge path, based on the difference between MTJ0 and MTJ1 resistances, one of the two intermediary output nodes, Node0 or Node1, begins to discharge more rapidly to GND. This will lead one of the INV0 or INV1 output to turn on MN2 or MN3, respectively, which then will cause the primary discharge path to activate and discharge one of the output nodes OUT or more rapidly to GND, resulting in either MP2 or MP3 to turn on and charge the other output to VDD.
Herein, we propose an alternative for MSA that further improves energy consumption and reliability due to PV. The Adaptive Sense Amplifier (ASA), as shown in Fig. 3c , has a functionality similar to MSA described in [2] . However, by utilizing the Energy Aware Sense Amplifier (EASA), as shown in Fig. 3a , and the Variation Immune Sense Amplifier (VISA), as shown in Fig. 3b , instead of PCSA and SPCSA, it can achieve better energy and reliability profile respectively [13] . Like MSA, MUX1 and MUX2 are included in ASA to reduce energy consumption by gating the SEN signal of the offline SA so that only one SA is operating. SPCSA and VISA both increase reliability by reducing the amount of resistance in the MTJ read paths, which increases the SM and voltage headroom of the SA, resulting in a more reliable sensing. Increasing voltage headroom is an important issue in scaled technology nodes since the supply voltage is reduced to 1 volt or below, and even a small voltage drop can result in a sensing error [12] . EASA and VISA were proposed in [13] as alternatives to PCSA and SPCSA, respectively and they offer better performance compared to their counterpart. In order to achieve these improvements, Transmission Gates (TGs) were utilized to improve the voltage headroom [13] . TGs provide near optimal full-swing switching, and as it has been shown in [14] , using TGs, can help reduce the vulnerability to reliability issues caused by PV. In addition, using TGs, as presented in [15] , can help reduce the energy consumption by reducing the leakage energy. Thus, TG0, TG1, and TG2 are added to improve the performance of the PCSA as shown in Fig. 3a [13] , and to improve the reliability of SPCSA as shown in Fig. 3b [13] . In EASA, during the pre-charge stage, TG0, TG1, and TG2 are off, resulting in a reduction of leakage energy from output nodes, OUT and , that are pre-charged to VDD. During the sensing stage, TG0, TG1, and TG2 turn on and the output nodes start to discharge to GND. Based on the resistance difference between the two MTJ branches with regard to the MTJs' states, one of the two output nodes begins to discharge more rapidly, leading the other output to charge to VDD. EASA offers reduced energy consumption by reducing the leakage, however including the TGs on the path of MTJs results in increased resistance of the branches, which will reduce the SM and may result in decreased reliability.
Similar to EASA, in VISA, during the pre-charge stage all the TGs will be turned off, resulting in reduced leakage energy, and both OUT, , Node0, and Node1 will be charged to VDD. During the sensing stage, TG2 will turn on and in the separated part of the SA, based on the resistance difference between the two branches with MTJs with regard to the MTJs' states, one of the two intermediary output nodes, Node0 or Node1, begins to discharge more rapidly. Then, based on the voltage potential of the intermediary outputs, either TG0 or TG1 will turn on faster and one of the main branches of the SA begins to discharge quicker, resulting in the output node of that branch to drop and charge the other branch's output node to VDD [13] . INV0 and INV1 are used to amplify the voltage difference of Node0 and Node1 of the SA. Using TG0 and TG1 and utilizing Node0 and Node1 as well as their amplified value, the authors have reduced the effects of PV by reducing the chance of failure due to device mismatch in the inverters. Furthermore, by utilizing TG2, energy consumption is reduced due to the reduction in the leakage energy [13] . As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , an alternative referencing configuration is used to further improve the reliability of the SAs. Using (MTJP+MTJAP)||(MTJP+MTJAP) configuration for the reference MTJ, referred to as MTJ1 in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , a reference value of (MTJP+MTJAP)/2 is achieved, which provides increased SM [13] . The schematic of different SOS designs is depicted in Fig. 2c and Fig. 3c , and the process for assigning the preferred SA to each SB is shown in Algorithm 1 for MSA and ASA. As shown in Algorithm 1, SOS starts with a POST function. In both SA designs, after the POST function, an analyzer function is called to determine the preferred SA for that particular SB. A select input is used in the circuit called MODE to choose between the two SAs based on the assigned bit set value as shown in Fig. 2c and Fig. 3c . If the logic 1 is assigned to input MODE, then the circuit will operate in PCSA mode in MSA or EASA mode in ASA. On the other hand, if logic 0 is assigned to MODE, it will change the operation of the SA to SPCSA mode in MSA or VISA mode in ASA. As discussed earlier in this Subsection, in both MSA and ASA, the SEN signal is gated for the SA that is not in use to increase energy saving of the SA. In other words, only one SA will turn on, and the other SA's SEN signal will be connected to GND, which results in OUT and to be 1 at all times.
Extracting the PV Parameters
In our PV modeling process, we assume that the cache tag and peripherals (e.g., row decoder, column decoder, row buffer and SAs) are fabricated at the CMOS layer while memory cells are realized through MTJ devices. Since the MTJs are vertically stacked on top of the CMOS layer and these components are tightly coupled to realize the function of STT-MRAM, the SM varies readily based on the effect of PV on that particular region of the die. Accordingly, we consider the same PV parameters to model both CMOS and MTJ variations in VARIUS [16] which is based on static analysis tool R [17] and geoR packages [18] . Table 1 lists the circuit parameters and their standard deviation considered for PV analysis. As listed in Table 1 , we choose the standard deviation of the parameters in alignment with the previous measurements reported in [19] [20] [21] . Among a large pool of maps that are generated by VARIUS with a resolution of one million (1,000×1,000) sample points, one map is randomly selected. The degree of variation is shown by a range of colors. Each color corresponds to a specific value of sample points as shown in Fig. 4 . In our simulation, we consider the amount of PV for each site based on the location of the LLC components within the floorplan and their associated sample points. Thus, VARIUS generates a relatively accurate estimation of the impact of PV on the read SM of each SB.
Power On Self-Test (POST)
As shown in Fig. 4 , the cache bank floorplan of the STT-MRAM layer is superimposed on the map. In our SOS approach, each cache bank is partitioned into 16 SBs. The size of each SB is matched with the word size to maintain the energy consumption of the tag to be as low as possible, e. g. 32-bits in our case study. We consider one additional bit per SB to identify the preferred SA for that particular SB during post-fabrication resiliency assessment to PV. The POST phase is 
basically a March Test that targets PV-induced faults in STT-MRAM [22] . Similar to the widely-used March test, during the POST operation, first we write 0 to all memory cells, then we read the memory cells and then we write 1 to all memory cells and then read again. Based on the outcome of all read operations we will be able to find the number of erroneous outputs and based on that is possible to recognize the high-PV regions. We assume the proposed SRAM March Test with O(n) test length can be utilized for our purpose because the tag and peripherals of STT-MRAM are considered to be implemented in the CMOS layer. Thus, variation-induced delay faults in both SRAM and STT-MRAM manifests itself as the same fault model as an insufficient pre-charge period, insufficient discharge and evaluation period, insufficient amplify time, disturbance of sense operation, and simultaneously activation of multiple word lines. In this regard, PV-aware March Test examines all STT-MRAM data arrays and performs a sequence of operations (e. g., exhaustive pair-wise address transitions) to identify PV-induced delay faults in each cell [22] . If the error rate of the impacted STT-MRAM cells in a SB exceeds the predefined threshold, the extra bit is set to '0' indicating that an array of reliable SAs are required for sensing the data of this SB. Otherwise, the extra bit is set to '1', which indicates that an array of low-power SAs offering reduced delay and power consumption can be considered for that particular SB. Since POST is a one-time operation, it will not impact the performance of the memory as a whole, resulting in a negligible overhead.
Fault Models Associated with Sensed Data
In the PARSEC suite, when considering the presence of PV, around 27.5% of the sensed data when utilizing a STT-MRAM based LLC has the potential to be incorrect, 6% of which will be overwritten prior to being used by the processor or to be committed to the main memory, on average. Despite the fact that 6% might not be significant, a substantial portion of incorrectly sensed data requires handling before manifesting themselves as wrong outputs, application crashes, or prolonged program executions [23] . To be specific, we classify the outcomes of SA operation to the following categories for broad adaption:
• True Data Sensing (TDS): The sensed data value is identical to the value stored in the STT-MRAM cell.
• Vulnerable False Data Sensing (VFDS): The sensed data value differs from the value stored in the STT-MRAM cell, which propagates out of cache to be either used by the process or committed to other levels of memory [23] .
• Non-Vulnerable False Data Sensing (NVFDS): The sensed data value differs from the value stored in the STT-MRAM cell, however the replica copy of the sensed false data in the upper levels of cache will be overwritten by a write operation prior to being used. During a block eviction, replica data becomes written back to the lower levels of cache because it is a dirty victim block. Thus, this benign fault does not threaten the semantic correctness. Based on these categories, the experiment concentrates on the faults that are caused by incorrectly sensed data rather than alternative fault models that can impact the stored value in STT-MRAM cells [24] .
CIRCUIT-ARCHITECTURE SOLUTION FOR HYBRID EMERGING MEMORY DEVICES
As described in Section 1, hybrid cache designs have been proposed in the past to improve write performance while offering much larger cache capacities with low leakage power [5] . As mentioned earlier in Section 1, hybrid CMOS/NV cache designs have been proposed in the past to sustain write performance while achieving significantly larger capacities at reduced average leakage power [4, 7, 8, 25] . The previous works are considered from two view-points. First, with respect to leveraging referencing behavior in hybrid caches, Wu et al. [25] proposed Read-Write aware Hybrid Cache Architecture (RWHCA). It partitions a hybrid CMOS/STT-MRAM cache into read and write regions. By leveraging proper-ties of intra-cache data movement, RWHCA reduces the power by 55% on average, while providing 5% IPC improvement compared to the baseline SRAM cache across 30 workloads.
Alternatively, Wang et al. [7] proposed Adaptive block Placement and Migration policy (APM) as well as an access pattern predictor. Using the access pattern predictor, APM places a block of data in to SRAM or STT-MRAM lines by adapting to the access pattern of each class. Compared to SRAM-based LLC, their design realized 8% and 20.5% performance improvements on average for single-threaded and multi-threaded workloads, respectively. Further-more, their results indicate 18.9% and 19.3% reduction inpower dissipation for single-threaded and multi-threaded workloads, respectively. To extend these gains using speculative methods, Ahn et al. [8] pro-posed Prediction Hybrid Cache (PHC), which predicts the write intensity of the data and cache blocks at the time of misses and determine block placement based on the prediction. Moreover, their dynamic predictor can adapt to the application characteristics. Furthermore, based on the predictor's output, their design places the write-intensive blocks in the SRAM region of the hybrid cache. Their result show 28% and 31% reduction in energy consumption compared to existing hybrid architectures in singlecore and multi-core systems, respectively. Most recently, Khoshavi et al. [2] proposed SOS, which balances reliable and energy-efficient SA use by assigning a preferred SA to each SB to maximize energy-efficiency and reliability.
With respect to dealing with PV, Sun et al. [4] proposed Process Variation Aware Non-Uniform Cache Access (PVA-NUCA) to compensate write time variations of STT-MRAM cells due to PV. Moreover, Sun et al. [4] introduced two approaches, namely, conservative promotion and aggressive prediction. Their results offer 26.4% reduced energy consumption and provide 25.29% IPC performance improvement while incurring less than 1% area overhead. In [4] , two versions of PVA-NUCA is presented: Static PVA-NUCA (SPVA-NUCA) and Dynamic PVA-NUCA (DPVA-NUCA). In PVA-NUCA, the latency for write operation to cache block is stored using 5 extra bits. In SPVA-NUCA, based on the spatial correlation of cache blocks, nearby cache blocks use the maximum latency among them to avoid erroneous operations. SPVA-NUCA does not have any data migration. On the other hand, DPVA-NUCA has two implementations: DPVA-NUCA-1 which is conservative promotion and DPVA-NUCA-2 which is aggressive prediction. In DPVA-NUCA-1 based on the frequency of write hit and miss, access pattern of the block will be determined and if the block is writeintensive it will be gradually promoted to a block with smaller write latency using swap operation between different banks. On the other hand, the non-write-intensive blocks will be gradually demoted to the blocks with larger write latency. In order to improve the performance even more, DPVA-NUCA-2 was proposed that moves the read-intensive blocks to locations with smaller read latency, moves the write-intensive blocks to locations with smaller write latency, and if the data is not read-or write-intensive, it won't be moved.
While the goals herein are similar to PVA-NUCA, our way of targeting the reliability challenges caused by PV differs from PVA-NUCA. In PVA-NUCA the main focus is on read and write latency and the data migration takes place based on these latencies. Moreover, PVA-NUCA focuses more on improving the read and write performance rather than reliability. Furthermore, PVA-NUCA uses only STT-MRAM devices for LLC. Since read operations are usually more frequent and more critical to the system performance as mentioned in [4] , with respect to reliability, our focus is mainly on mitigating the effects of PV during the read operation to reduce the Bit Error Rate (BER). We have adopted the recent hybrid SRAM/STT-MRAM LLC designs and added our migration policy to them to reduce dynamic energy consumption of write operation and included our SOS approach to increase the reliability of read operations by reducing the BER. Alternatively, the work herein builds upon [2] by proposing SOS-enabled hybrid cache.
These methodologies have inspired us to maximize the efficiency of SOS by proposing a dynamic PV/Energy-Aware cache block migration policy that utilizes a mixture of SRAM and STT-MRAM banks in LLC. Even though reliable SAs offer high SMs, which results in a high ratio of error-free read operations, it is still likely that the sensed data value differs from the value stored in the memory cell. To overcome this issue, we propose to transfer vulnerable read-intensive blocks to the ways that belong to low-PV impacted ways located in other STT-MRAM banks. The non-access-intensive blocks can still remain in their STT-MRAM based ways, whether they are high-PV impacted or not. To amortize the energy consumption and long bank service time due to write operations in STT-MRAM data arrays, we propose to allocate write intensive cache blocks from ways in SRAM banks. SRAM offers both low dynamic power and high-performance features for write operation, which significantly improves the cache utilization and bank accessibility.
Hybrid SRAM and STT-MRAM LLC Design
Fig . 5 illustrates the scheme of a hybrid 8-way set associative SRAM and STT-MRAM LLC design, where way-0 and way-1 are implemented within SRAM-based banks while way-2 through way-7 are built in STT-MRAM-based banks. This configuration is selected based on our experimental results, whereby the average number of write-intensive blocks in each set was approximately 2 across all workloads. Since the peripherals required for read and write operations in NVM arrays occupy a relatively larger portion of the cache footprint than peripherals required by SRAM arrays, it is beneficial to build the tag array with SRAM cells. Thus, we assume that the entire tag array is built with SRAM. With cache tags residing in CMOS, erroneous SRAM-based tags lie outside of the scope of this study. Unlike conventional cache design approaches, where the tag and data array are accessed simultaneously to reduce access latency while incurring significant power overhead, we propose to split the cache access into two stages similar to the work presented in [26] , but with adjustments in favor of high SOS throughput. If LLC is accessed with a read operation, the tag array and all STT-MRAM banks are accessed in parallel. Thus, assuming that data is found in STT-MRAM banks, the unnecessary accesses to SRAM banks can be skipped. Upon a LLC miss on STT-MRAM banks, but hit on a tag corresponding to a SRAM bank, the associated SRAM data array of the bank in LLC is accessed. Even though this mechanism incurs additional latency if the data is stored in SRAM banks, we argue that this incident occurs rarely since our insertion/migration policy maintains the read-dominant cache blocks in STT-MRAM banks while write-intensive blocks are transferred to SRAM banks. If the cache set is accessed by a write operation, the tag arrays and SRAM banks are searched in the first stage. If the data is not found in SRAM banks but found in a STT-MRAM bank, the corresponding STT-MRAM banks is accessed in the next stage. Unlike the insertion strategy in [26] where SRAM banks are selected for inserting fetched data from memory upon an LLC miss, our insertion policy allocates a way from either SRAM or STT-MRAM banks according to the miss type. In particular, the SRAM and STT-MRAM banks are allocated upon an LLC write miss and read miss, respectively. Based on our observation presented in [27] , a portion of a workload might be re-executed several times, indicating that the read-intensive cache blocks which were brought to LLC once, transferred to low-PV impacted region of a set, and finally evicted need to be re-allocated from low-PV impacted STT-MRAM banks while being re-referenced again. In order to keep track of read-intensive blocks, even after eviction from LLC, we utilize a read-intensive block profiler, which is basically a queue of 16 entries that maintains the address of recent frequently-read blocks. Upon a read miss in LLC, the address of missed data is searched in the profiler. If it is found, a cache block from low-PV impacted STT-MRAM ways based on Least Recently Used (LRU) policy is replaced by fetched data from memory. The dirty victim block is written back into memory while the clean victim block is silently dropped.
PV/Energy-Aware Cache Migration Policy
Besides considering hybrid SRAM and STT-MRAM designs to accelerate service to write operations and improve bank accessibility, we also propose an efficient block insertion/migration policy to maximize the SOS throughput as shown in Algorithm 2. The tag store associated with STT-MRAM banks are equipped with three fields, Read Counter (RC), Write Counter (WC), and PV status. The main idea behind using RC is to identify vulnerable read-intensive blocks in the set. If a frequently-read block is allocated to a high-PV impacted STT-MRAM array, the cache block must be relocated to a low-PV impacted region of the set to guarantee reliable read operations. We conducted an extensive exploration to evaluate the preferred value for the read threshold level, NRth, within our design. We found that if NRth is small, the ratio of blocks that must be transferred to a low-PV impacted region significantly increases, while if NRth is large, then SOS utilization significantly decreases because only a few read-intensive cache blocks are selected for migration. Thus, we set NRth based on extensive study on block access patterns of under test workloads. In addition, the non-accessintensive cache blocks located in low-PV impacted data arrays in STT-MRAM is selected to be replaced by vulnerable read-intensive blocks, if the corresponding RC of one of the high-PV impacted blocks reaches NRth.
Additionally, WC is a saturating counter to keep track of write access patterns to a cache block. If WC reaches its write threshold level, NWth, it is considered as a write-intensive block. We propose to transfer these blocks to SRAM data arrays in order to amortize the latency and high dynamic energy consumption associated with incoming write operations. The PV status determines whether a cache block is located in low-PV or high-PV impacted data array regions. This bit is set based on a consensus decision-making process in the tag store during the POST phase. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of migration policy for a read-intensive block located in high-PV impacted regions of STT-MRAM cache. Upon a read hit on way-2 in the STT-MRAM bank, the RC reaches its NRth, indicating that it is highly possible that the incoming accesses to this block is a read-dominant operation. To reduce the probability of incorrectly sensing the stored value in STT-MRAM, the proposed migration policy swaps the selected read-intensive block resided in high-PV impacted region with a non-access-intensive block located in a low-PV impacted region based on LRU stacks in the tag array. A swap buffer is employed to properly enable the block transfer between low-PV impacted regions and high-PV impacted data arrays. This process is completed by updating the LRU stacks associated with each cache block after the swap operation.
CIRCUIT-LEVEL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Extensive circuit-level simulation results and analysis are provided in this Section. The 22nm Predictive Technology Model (PTM) CMOS [28] is used alongside the MTJ model used in [10] to calculate the power and performance of a 1-bit MSA and ASA. In this paper, we have utilized the approach proposed in [10] to model the behavior of STT-MRAM devices, in which a Verilog-AMS model is developed using the aforementioned equations. Then, the model is leveraged in a SPICE circuit simulator to validate the functionality of the designed circuits. Table 1 In order to further investigate the effects of PV on the SAs, 10,000 MC simulations were performed on a single bit memory cell, considering different standard deviations for the CMOS threshold voltage as well as MTJ MgO thickness and surface area. During the simulation, values of Vth, W, and L of the CMOS transistors vary in the netlist based on a Gaussian distribution having a mean equal to the nominal model card for PTM and σVth as provided in [29] . For the MTJ variation, the model provided in [10] was used to find the effects of variation on MTJ devices. Overall, 1% to 10% variation is considered for MTJ parameters, which based on the model [10] , result in 1% and 10% variation of the MTJs' TMR, respectively. Due to structural limitations of MTJ devices, the TMR ratio is considered 100% as the baseline design herein [11, 12, 30] .
EDP and BER Analysis
Based on the results listed in Table 2 and Table 3 , ASA-EASA provides, on average, 2-fold reduced EDP over MSA-PCSA, 7-fold reduced EDP compared to ASA-VISA, and 9-fold reduced EDP compared to MSA-SPCSA. On the other hand, ASA-VISA provides, on average, 1.4-fold reduced EDP compared to MSA-SPCSA. Fig. 7a depicts the EDP distribution of MSA-PCSA and MSA-SPCSA for sensing AP state, respectively. Fig. 7b exhibit similar results for ASA-EASA and ASA-VISA. As introduced in this paper, Bit Error Rate (BER) is calculated based on the number of wrong output bits divided by all the input bits applied in both P and AP states. The values provided in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are the average BER values of P and AP states' sensed output obtained from simulating a single bit cell. Fig. 8a lists the 10,000 MC simulation results, where MTJP=3.2 KΩ, MTJref=5.7 KΩ, and MTJAP=6.4 KΩ for TMR=100%. Considering 10% variation on TMR, the results show that on average ASA-VISA provides 8.3% reduced BER compared to ASA-EASA, 6.1% reduced BER compared to MSA-PCSA, and 1.6% reduced BER compared to MSA-SPCSA considering TMR=100%. The results also exhibit further reliability improvement considering TMR=150% where ASA-VISA provides 10.6% reduced BER compared to ASA- EASA, 7.2% reduced BER compared to MSA-PCSA, and 1.2% reduced BER compared to MSA-SPCSA. Furthermore, Fig.  8b shows 10,000 MC simulation results, where MTJP=3.2 KΩ, MTJAP=6.4 KΩ, and MTJref=(MTJP+MTJAP)/2=4.8 KΩ for TMR=100%. Considering 10% variation on TMR, the results exhibit that on average ASA-VISA provides 10.3%, 5.7%, and 1.3% reduced BER compared to ASA-EASA, MSA-PCSA, and MSA-SPCSA respectively, considering TMR=100%. The results also indicate additional improvement of reliability for TMR=150% where ASA-VISA provides 10.7%, 7.2%, and 1.1% reduced BER compared to ASA-EASA, MSA-PCSA, and MSA-SPCSA respectively. Fig. 9 shows the 10,000 MC simulation results considering (W/L)P ratio of 2 and 4, and (W/L)N ratio of 1 and 2. The results show that in TMR of 100% on average SA designs with increased transistor sizes provide 8.8% and 13.2% reduced BER for MTJref=5.7 KΩ as shown in Fig. 9a and MTJref= (MTJP+MTJAP)/2 as shown in Fig. 9b , respectively, compared to minimally-sized transistors.
The results also exhibit further reliability improvement considering TMR of 150% where SAs having increased transistor sizes provide 9.3% and 9.4% reduced BER for MTJref=5.7 KΩ as shown in Fig. 9a and MTJref= (MTJP+MTJAP)/2 as shown in Fig. 9b , respectively, compared to SAs with minimum transistor sizes. Additionally, considering TMR of 200% further improvements in reliability is observed. The BER for SAs with increased transistor sizes is reduced by 6.3% and 5.7% on average for MTJref=5.7 KΩ as shown in Fig. 9a and MTJref= (MTJP+MTJAP)/2 as shown in Fig. 9b , respectively, compared to SAs with minimum transistor sizes. It can be observed that by optimizing the reference MTJ and using (MTJP+MTJAP)/2 configuration, the BER can be decreased by 8.9% on average for a TMR of 100% due to increases in the SM for both P and AP states of the MTJ. The distribution of P and AP states of the MTJs and the reference MTJ is depicted in Fig. 10 . Based on the results of MC simulations, it is clear that the larger TMR values results in an increased SM, which reduces the impact of PV.
ARCHITECTURE-LEVEL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To comprehensively evaluate the efficacy of SOS, we analyzed SOS on both circuit-and architectural-level simulators.
Architectural experimental results are presented in this Section utilizing the evaluation parameters listed in Table 1 and  Table 4 . The latency and energy usage associated with read and write operations for SRAM and conventional SA cache accesses are provided by NVSim [31] . However, we integrate the obtained results from Section 5 for 1-bit MSA and ASA into NVSim to extract the power and performance parameters for cache accesses in the SOS design. PARSEC 2.1 benchmarks suite is executed on a modified MARSSx86 [32] , which supports asymmetric cache read and write from distinct cache banks to extract the evaluation parameters of different cache designs during program execution. We model a Chip Multi-Processor (CMP) with four single-threaded x86 cores. Each core consists of private L1 cache, and shared LLC among all the cores. Eleven workloads are executed for 500 million instructions starting at the Region of Interest (RoI) after warming up the cache for 5 million instructions. The simsmall input sets are used for all PARSEC workloads. 
Energy Usage Comparison
In order to evaluate the energy benefit of SOS, we compare the energy breakdown of SOS MSA/ASA with LLC built upon SRAM, STT-MRAM, and Hybrid Cache enabled SOS (HC-SOS) with migration policy. Based on the extracted results from NVSim, which are listed in Table 4 , SOS neutralizes the high energy consumption of SPCSA/VISA via lowpower PCSA/EASA during read operation. The high write energy overhead for storing a value into an STT-MRAM cell incurs significant energy overhead in both SOS MSA/ASA and STT-MRAM based LLC while the SRAM-based LLC design benefits from symmetric acceptable energy consumption for both read and write operations. This incident is conspicuous for write-intensive workloads such as facesim, ferret, and vips where the ratio of write accesses to the LLC is significantly more than read accesses. We address this issue by proposing HC-SOS where SRAM banks are considered to accommodate write-intensive blocks while read-intensive blocks are maintained in low-PV impacted regions of STT-MRAM. The experimental results indicate that HC-SOS can save up to 10.6%, on average, of dynamic energy consumption compared to STT-MRAM-based LLC. Although SRAM exhibits lower dynamic energy consumption, its high leakage power has worsened the overall consumed energy compared to other designs, as shown in Fig. 11 . Both STT-MRAM and SOS-MSA/ASA can conserve 88% on average of the total consumed energy. HC-SOS incurs higher leakage energy compared to STT-MRAM and SOS-MSA/ASA due to leveraging two SRAM-based banks in the design, incurring relatively more leakage energy to the entire cache subsystem.
Write Performance Analysis
SRAM-based LLC exhibits greater write performance compared to regular STT-MRAM, SOS, and HC-SOS. The main reason for performance degradation in STT-MRAM and SOS designs is the high write latency, while this latency has been amortized in HC-SOS. HC-SOS reduces the latency associated with write operation via allocating write-intensive cache blocks to SRAM ways for a faster write response, which results in improved performance. Additionally, HC-SOS leverages STT-MRAM to maintain read-intensive blocks for a long duration without sacrificing significant energy for preserving data. Fig. 12 shows the cumulative LLC write latency during workload execution. HC-SOS improves the write performance by 12.4%, on average, compared to STT-MRAM. The results indicate that the workloads, such as vips, swaptions and ferret, leverage the full potential of HC-SOS to further diminish the high write latency, which adversely impacts the entire cache sub-system throughput and accessibility.
Empirical Fault Model Analysis
Fig . 13 illustrates the comparison between distributions of sensed data between LLC built by STT-MRAM, SOS-MSA, SOS-ASA, and HC-SOS-ASA. We assume that the PV map for each cache bank is similar to the floorplan of the STT-MRAM layer, shown in Fig. 4 . We apply the PV ratio of each accessed SB during fault analysis for each workload. For example, if a SB experiences a high amount of PV, it is highly likely that the data will be sensed incorrectly. Our experimental results indicate that due to the impacts of PV, around one fifth of the overall sensing operations have the potential to contaminate the application's data structure. If this rate of sensed data is not accommodated properly, it may induce application crashes or prolonged program execution. Across all benchmarks suite, the calculated VFDS for some is more than others. For example, in blackscholes and canneal workloads, the proportion of read operations and dirty victim blocks residing in LLC are more than write operations, which results in the increased VFDS. As another example, the streamcluster workload is a read-intensive application in which more than 85% of memory operations are read accesses, which increase the chance for enduring higher VFDS. Additionally, SOS addresses the probability of sensing incorrect data through leveraging PV-resilient SA arrays in the SB architecture whenever the SB's PV ratio is more than a predefined threshold. The proposed PV-/Energy-Aware cache block migration policy further improves the SOS throughput by relocating read/write intensive blocks, which results in enhanced TDS, write performance, and bank service time. Namely, the VFDS in the HC-SOS-ASA is reduced by 89% on average compared to LLC with STT-MRAM, thus improving the mean TDS from 72.5% to 97% across all workloads.
Cache Block Migration Frequency Analysis
In order to represent the frequency of cache blocks migration, we extracted the proportion of migrated read/write-intensive blocks for PARSEC benchmark suite and Fig. 14 exhibit these results. After applying PV/energy -aware migration policy, around 13% of total cache blocks are migrated to either improve the read sensing operation or reduce the energy and latency overhead associated with write operation in STT-MRAM banks. We observed that the ratio of migration depends on the behavior of workloads. For example, around 10% of cache blocks in streamcluster workload are migrated due to experiencing a high ratio of read accesses while placing in a high-PV cache block. However, less than 3.5% of cache blocks in this workload need to be migrated to SRAM-based banks due to frequent write accesses. Thus, the pattern of access and the type of memory operation play an important role in determining whether the migration will be within STT-MRAM banks or between SRAM and STT-MRAM banks. The timing and energy overhead of the proposed migration policy has been included in our experimental results. The energy consumption of PV/energy-aware migration policy is shown in Fig. 15 , which demonstrates the dynamic energy consumption breakdown associated with swapping high-PV impacted read-intensive blocks within STT-MRAM-based banks and migrating write-intensive blocks to SRAM-based banks. The corresponding energy overhead for PV/energy-aware migration policy is around 14 µJ which is less than 0.7% of total LLC dynamic energy consumption. This implies that the migration energy overhead is insignificant and incurs a minor energy overhead to the entire system. 
CONCLUSION
A novel approach is proposed herein to utilize SOS components for resilience and increased yield. SOS-enabled hybrid cache, utilizing SOS, provides a wide-ranging solution to leverage PV in order to improve the performance and reliability of emerging NVM technologies. Our results indicate both STT-MRAM and SOS using MSA or ASA offer up to 88% conservation of the total consumed energy, on average. ASA offers improved reliability and performance, while maintaining a small footprint of 2.5 2 as depicted in Fig. 16a . Additionally, ASA incurs 0.5-fold, 10.4-fold, 2.3-fold, 3.3-fold, and 1.4-fold area overhead compared to the new MSA shown in Fig. 16b , PCSA [2] , SPCSA [2] , EASA [13] , and VISA [13] , respectively. Furthermore, our results exhibit that SOS-enabled hybrid cache improves the write performance by 12.4% on average compared to STT-MRAM design. Moreover, the VFDS is reduced by 89% on average in the SOS-enabled hybrid cache using ASA design compared to LLC with STT-MRAM. This improves the mean TDS from 72.5% to 97% across all workloads. A comparison with previous works is listed in Table 5 . 
